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Abstract

Small and medium businesses make 90 % of all businesses in Kosovo and are the main factor
of economic development. Kosovo is oriented towards a market economy and has a proactive
approach in the development of small and medium businesses for a sustainable economic
development.
When thinking of “business”, people automatically think of big corporations like Coca Cola,
IBM, Sony, Toyota, BMW, etc. which are symbols of the industrialized world of the modern
society and of the economy of a country, but do not notice a component of the business world
or small business as a main pillar of national economy. Small business is the basis of a free
market economy. Whatever the reason, owning a business, contains one of the most challenging
things that are rewarding. However, starting a new business contains dangers and challenges.
In this context, main purpose of this paper is the analysis of SME in the market development
of Kosovo.
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Introduction

Since 1999, the economy in Kosovo has been mainly sustained from international
institutions, public sector, and remittances (BB, 2010). The role of the private sector,
especially of the small and medium businesses has been relatively weak. However,
Kosovo is still in a transition phase where entrepreneurship and small play an
important role towards modern free market economy and as a result towards economic
growth and development. Since small and medium businesses are the arteries of a
country’s economic development, they also deserve an increased attention and strong
support to increase management quality, to create customer value and increase their
profit. The main problem of small and medium businesses in Kosovo is the wrong
management and the failure of an enterprise is related directly to bad governance.
On the other hand, the orientation of businesses towards quick profits without creating
value for customers is exactly a plan for failure. Kotler analyses in his new book on
marketing based on value, that: “Manage the current, forget the past in a selective
way, and create the future”.
All enterprises small, medium, and big, private or public, profit-oriented or not, no
matter the field of activity they all have one thing in common: the need to be managed.
In order to reach profit, all of them engage in a number of human, material, and
financial resources. Managers are the most important resource for every enterprise
(Llaci, 2010, 82).
According to Drucker management has three main roles:
- To realize the enterprises specific aim and mission;
- To do a productive work and for the worker to achieve that;
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-· To manage social impacts and responsibilities.
Management has been defined in many ways but the most accepted definition in
literature is: The achievement of results through other people (Llaci, 2010, 84).
Within the economy as a whole, the enterprise as a basic cell of the economic
organization takes over the execution of tasks:
- It exploits the personal opportunity for production, and
- Achieves the purpose for which it has been founded:
- The fast development of science and society during the past two centuries
has effected significantly the development of enterprises, as a main form of
organization of the social reproduction. There have been given many definitions about
enterprises from researchers of economy and enterprises. The enterprise is an
organization which harmonizes the working force, real capital, information technique,
and the knowledge for production of products and services (Tahiri, 2006).
In this context, the enterprise is faced with following problems:
- What kind of products and services to produce and at what quantity?
- What technology to use?
- What organizational structure to choose?
An enterprise is oriented according to modern marketing postulates when in its
business philosophy the concept of marketing is applied with dedication. The concept
of marketing has as a starting point the identification of needs, wishes, and requests
of customers with the obligation of continuous business customization. The market
economy is the economy where decisions of special buyers and sellers interact to
answer the questions: What, how, for whom? The method through which an economic
system works depends on objectives that the society has set and from the nature of
its institutions. However, despite the form and objectives of these institutions, all
economic systems must use some type of method with the aim of setting what must
be produced and distributed in what, from whom, when, and for whom? In
communist states, plan specialists decide to take economic decisions for what must
be produced, how much, who would distribute the goods and towards whom? In
market economy systems, macroeconomic decisions are a result of individual decision
of different producers and consumers. In market economy it is customers who decide
what must be produced, how, and how much must be produced, etc. (Mancellari,
Hadëri, Kule, Qirici, 2007).  Market economy is characterized with a free market and
capital private property. Private capital adds motives for rational usage for choosing
the production and service program which could be ranked alongside competition
which brings more profits. Enterprises in these conditions become more effective
and more stable thanks to free competitions in the free market (Jakupi, 2008).

Kosovo Market

As a developing economy, Kosovo has a number of advantages, which make it more
attractive to start and do business.
Firstly: Kosovo has a young population, initiative and qualified to some degree.
Secondly: A large number of the unemployed creates a strong competition for job
offers for high quality and reasonable price.
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Thirdly: The international involvement in the Kosovo administration ensures a unique
ambient of enterprise support. Contacts and experiences from outside are totally
available and ready for the local and international union of businesses through the
Mission of United Nations, various international institutions and NGOs.
Fourthly: Kosovo is an ethnicity still shaping itself and the legislation that is being
created is completely in harmony with EU standards, the Kosovar economic policy is
oriented towards free market concepts. Tax system is oriented towards simple and
effective forms of taxation which are created to widen the tax base and reach a balance
between direct and indirect taxes.
Fifthly: natural resources that Kosovo possesses give businesses a wide spectrum of
fields, where they can develop business activities of reserves from nickel, coal, slug,
zinc, silver, gold, etc. which rank Kosovo at the top of worldwide lists.
Sixthly: Kosovo has a high imbalance between import (over 1.2 billion euros) and
export (only 40 million euros), this situation provokes the free initiative for substituting
vendor products with imported ones.
Seventhly: Kosovo’s territory compactness with a relatively good road connection
with an overall diameter from 200 km and over 2 million consumers is a factor, which
in a sensitive way reduces costs of distribution and increases the possibility of offering
totally fresh products.
Eighthly: Kosovo’s geographic position with easy access in regional and international
markets encourages potential entrepreneurs or existing ones to widen their impact
and their exchange.
Ninthly: The quality and the ground relief of Kosovo offer ideal conditions for agro-
business development. Yields are one of the highest in the Balkans and in Europe.
Tenthly: The society in Kosovo is quite communicative and proven as very flexible
towards new introductions in the market. Data shows that the most common barriers
and burdens with which small and medium enterprises in Kosovo are faced are:
- Corruption and investment protection;
- Lack of qualified staff for market demands;
- Corruption in governmental institutions, bureaucracy and nepotism;
- Oligopolies created by state mafia;
-· Lack of trainings in specific fields;
- A non-loyal market (informal economy) ex. about 100.000, only 20% of them

have fiscal cash register;
- The approach towards raw materials and equipment – technology;
- Working space;
- Infrastructure with non-required standards;
- Transportation and connections;
- Finances and high interest rates;
- Legal – administrative circumstances;
- Fiscal policies;
- Economic policies and subsidies;
- Separation of ownership and management;
- Hyperinflation of low quality diplomas (unprepared for the labor market).
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Structure of businesses in Kosovo
Micro businesses           98.5% 98.5%
Small businesses            1.3% 1.3%
Medium businesses       0.2% 0.2%
Source: Data are taken from the MTI- PZHSP Department survey

Structure of businesses in Kosovo
Micro businesses           98.5% 98.5%
Small businesses            1.3% 1.3%
Medium businesses       0.2% 0.2%
Source: Data are taken from the MTI- PZHSP Department survey

Market statistics in Kosovo

The below table presents the statistics in percentages of small and medium enterprises
in Kosovo, Italy and Denmark.
Italy             90%
Denmark      92%

Kosovo        99%
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Source: Data are taken from the MTI- PZHSP Department survey

Founders & gender structure
One founder 81%
Two founders 11%
Three or more 8%

Gender structure of the founders
Male 95%
Female 2%
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Source: Data from the MTI- PZHSP Department survey

Location of SMEs in Kosovo
One location 78%
Two or more locations 20%
Outside Kosovo 2%

Sources of corruption

Low wages 43%
Noncompliance with the law 26
Lack of institutional mechanisms 21%
Lack of ethics 10%
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Sources of investment from small and medium businesses in Kosovo

Own means 67%
Local bank loans 21%
Foreign bank loans 1.1%
Non-returnable means from foreign donors (NGOs) 0.8%
Loans from family and friends 9.6%
Through Foreign Direct investment 0.5%

Source: Data from the MTI- PZHSP Department survey

Conclusions and Recommendations

Small and medium enterprises in Kosovo are in the phase of their development;
- The role of the state must be much more in developing small and medium businesses;
- Bank interest rates in Kosovo are too high for businesses and the state must take
simulative means for small and medium businesses;
- Small and medium businesses must invest in qualified human resources, in trainings
and continuous education;
- Small and medium businesses must start to apply integral marketing in the small
and medium businesses;
- Application of information technology and applied software;
- Participation in fairs and various sponsorships to grow their business’ image;
- Revocation of nepotism from businesses and entrance of professional business people;
- Realization of plans based on market conditions;
- Law enforcement and respect of business ethic codes.
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